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Abstract- The paper discusses conversations from Cornell University’s Movie Dialogue Corpus to build an interactive 

chatbot. Python has been mainly used for coding and Tensor Flow is used to build the   model. The answers have been 

formulated to questions using a sequence-to-sequence model with LSTM cells, a bidirectional RNN encoder and decoder 

with attention. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

A chatbot is artificial intelligence software that can simulate a conversation (or a chat) with a user in natural 

language through messaging applications, websites, and mobile apps or through the telephone.  

A basic sequence-to-sequence model consists of two recurrent neural networks (RNNs): an encoder that processes 

the input and a decoder that generates the output. The encoder maps a variable-length source sequence to a fixed-

length vector, and the decoder maps the vector representation back to a variable length target sequence. Sequence-

to-sequence is often used with attention-based that allows the decoder more direct access to the input. This model 

has been successfully used for many different natural language processing tasks, such as alignment, translation, and 

summarization. Conversational modeling can be phrased as a mapping between utterances and responses, and 

therefore can benefit from the encoder-decoder setup. In our model, the encoder processes an utterance by human, 

and the decoder produces the response to that utterance. We train the word embeddings as we train the model. We 

also use attention mechanism and experimenting with using GLoVe pre-trained word vectors to initialize our word 

embeddings. To make the bot speak like a certain character, we train vector embeddings for different characters with 

the hope that these embeddings would be able to encode information and style of speech of these characters. These 

character embeddings are trained together with the word embeddings. This is inspired by Google’s Zero-shot 

multilingual translation system. 

A chatbot is often claimed as one of the most advanced and promising expressions of interaction between humans 

and machines. However, from a technological point of view, a chatbot only represents the natural evolution of a 

Question Answering system leveraging Natural Language Processing (NLP). Formulating responses to questions in 

natural language is one of the most typical examples of Natural Language Processing applied in various enterprises’ 

end-use applications. 

 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

 From input sentence, it will be scored to get the similarity of sentences; the higher score obtained the more similar 

of reference sentences. The sentence similarity calculates using bigram which divides input sentence as two letters 

of input sentence [1]. The knowledge of chatbot is stored in the database. The chatbot consists of core and interface 

that is accessing that core in relational database management systems (RDBMS). The database has been employed 

as knowledge storage and interpreter has been employed as stored programs of function and procedure set for 

pattern-matching requirement. The interface is standalone which has been built using programming language of 

Pascal and Java [3]. 

A key challenge in designing conversational user interfaces is to make the conversation between the user and the 

system feel natural and human-like. In order to increase perceived humanness, many systems with conversational 

user interfaces (e.g., chatbots) use response delays to simulate the time it would take humans to respond to a 

message [2]. However, delayed responses may also negatively impact user satisfaction, particularly in situations 

where fast response times are expected, such as in customer service. This paper reports the findings of an online 

experiment in a customer service context that investigates how user perceptions differ when interacting with a 

chatbot that sends dynamically delayed responses compared to archabbot that sends near-instant responses[11]. The 

dynamic delay length was calculated based on the complexity of the response and complexity of the previous 

message. Our results indicate that dynamic response delays not only increase users’ perception of humanness and 

social presence, but also lead to greater satisfaction with the overall chatbot interaction. Building on social response 

theory, we provide evidence that a chatbot’s response time represents a social cue that triggers social responses 

shaped by social expectations [3]. BA Shawar, E Atwell presented two chatbot systems, ALICE and Elizabeth, 

illustrating the dialogue knowledge representation and pattern matching techniques of each. We discuss the 

problems which arise when using the Dialogue Diversity Corpus to retrain a chatbot system with human dialogue 
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examples. A Java program to convert from dialog transcript to AIML [6]  format provides a basic implementation of 

corpus based chatbot training [3]. We conclude that dialogue researchers should adopt clearer standards for 

transcription and markup format in dialogue corpora to be used in training a chatbot system more effectively. 

Some author proposed a novel neural network model called RNN Encoder– Decoder that consists of two recurrent 

neural networks (RNN) [4]. One RNN encodes a sequence of symbols into a fixed length vector representation, and 

the other decodes the representation into another sequence of symbols. The encoder and decoder of the proposed 

model are jointly trained to maximize the conditional probability of a target sequence given a source sequence [9]. 

The performance of a statistical machine translation system is empirically found to improve by using the conditional 

probabilities of phrase pairs computed by the RNN Encoder–Decoder [2] as an additional feature in the existing log-

linear model. Qualitatively, we show that the proposed model learns a semantically and syntactically meaningful 

representation of linguistic phrases [10]. 

Neural machine translation, a recently proposed approach to machine translation based purely on neural networks, 

has shown promising results compared to the existing approaches such as phrase based statistical machine 

translation [5]. Despite its recent success, neural machine translation has its limitation in handling a larger 

vocabulary, as training complexity as well as decoding complexity increase proportionally to the number of target 

words. In this paper, we propose a method based on importance sampling that allows us to not. The authors also 

showed that individual influence is also important for predicting the view count.  So in summary the view count 

along with individual's activeness on Twitter can predict the popularity of a video [6]. 

 

III. DATASET 

The Cornell Movie-Dialogs Corpus, created by CiristianDanescu-Niculescu-Mizil and Lillian Lee at Cornell 

University has been used in the paper. For the Cornell dataset, we use 20,000 pairs for testing, and the rest for 

training. 

Train 201,617 

Test 20,000 

 

IV. MODEL 

It’s a sequence-to-sequence model with attention mechanism that allows decoder more direct access to hidden state 

output by the encoder. For the RNNs, we used stacked LSTM cells of 2 layers. The encoder is the utterance by 

human, and the decoder is the response. We assume that in normal conversations, people listen to the first part and 

somewhat zone out to think of the answer, so we reverse the encoder so that the model can retain more information 

from the beginning of the utterance. Encoder takes a raw input text data. The output of encoder becomes the input 

data for decoder. Our model uses a start token or end token for encoders as well as decoders.  

The model greedily produces the responses by using the most likely token at each decoder step. 

Training: Using attention in our decoding layers reduces the loss of our model by about 20% and increases the 

training time by about 20%. I’d say that it’s a fair trade-off. Some notes to make: 

• The model performs best when the attention states are set with zeros. 

• The two attention options are bahdanau and luong. Bahdanau is less computationally expensive and better 

results were achieved with it. 

Hyperparameters: We use embedding size of 512, and the number of hidden unit in a GRU cell is 256. We use a 

fixed learning rate of 0.005, and clipped gradient when the norm exceeded 5.0. During training, we feed previously 

predicted tokens to predict the next token – this is to make the training environment similar to the testing 

environment. 
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V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

          
 

Figure 1 Output after cleaning of datasets                      Figure 2 Final output of chatbot conversation 

 

            
 

                   Figure 3 Cleaning of Datasets                                                        Figure 4 Training process 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The  trained chatbot came out to be very dramatic because of the movie lines being written dramatically. The 

chatbot can only respond as well as the data fed into it. 

The following points were inferred in the making of this project. 

1. LSTM cells typically outperform GRU cells for seq2seq tasks 

2. Making the encoder bidirectional proved to be much more effective than a simple feed forward network. 

3. We return only the encoder’s state because it is the input for our decoding layer. Simply put, the weights of the 

encoding cells are what interest us. 

4. Using attention in our decoding layers reduces the loss of our model by about 20% and increases the training time 

by about 20%. 

5. The model performs best when the attention states are set with zeros. 

6. The two attention options are bahdanau and luong. Bahdanau is less computationally expensive and better results 

were achieved with it. 
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7. Similar to initializing weights and biases, I find it best to initialize my embeddings as well. Rather than using a 

truncated normal distribution, a random uniform distribution is more appropriate. 

 

VII. FUTURE WORK 

In Future work we will use different datasets to make out chatbot more realistic. The different datasets shall be 

acquired from more recent TV series that are less dramatic and can hold more legitimate conversations. 
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